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Psychotic Bankers Are Driving Your Children
Mad and Sending Them to the Front Lines
Isn't It Time to Create a Future With LaRouche? By
an extraordinary effort including the urgent raising of
publishing funds, the EIR dossier, “CO₂ Reduction Is
a Mass Murder Policy—Designed by London and Wall
Street (PDF),” is coming off the press just in time to
enable Lyndon LaRouche’s movement to defeat a move
for global bankers’ dictatorship. Read, print, and circulate this dossier.
The world’s biggest bankers came out in New York on
Sunday, on the eve of the UN’s “Climate Action Summit,”
to claim the City of London and Wall Street finance’s
ownership of the “green renewables” movement, which
supposedly responds to a “climate emergency.” These
130 banks declared that the “principles of responsible
banking” were now the principles of the Paris Climate
Accord—drastic reduction and scheduled elimination of
fossil-fuel production and industry worldwide, enforced
by the financial sector’s withdrawal of investment. These
global banks, led by Bank of England Governor Mark
Carney’s Green Finance Initiative, have been planning
this since the Paris Accord in 2015.
Then what are all the children’s climate crusades
for? the psychedelic Extinction Rebellions, the Friday
school closings, the Greenpeace saboteurs, the Greta
Thunberg’s preaching hate of parents and babies as well?
They are to try to force the physical closing of industry,
and to support the massive taxing of populations to
proliferate throwback “green” energy technologies. This,
these banks hope, can be their new deal, the new green
financial boondoggle which can provide another round
of taxpayer-supported super profits.
Wall Street, London and Frankfurt banks are facing

another huge debt blowout, centered in corporate debt
this time, but another, worse 2008. They think antiindustry, anti-population “eco”-fascism is their way out.
Lyndon LaRouche saw through these operations as
no one else has or can, beginning 50 years ago when he
counterattacked the Club of Rome’s false Limits to Growth
and destroyed it with his 1983 book, There Are No Limits
to Growth. Of course, the few nationalist leaders like
President Donald Trump and Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, who teamed up this weekend, are opposite to
this anti-industrial bankers’ dictatorship. So are Russia’s
President Vladimir Putin and China’s President Xi Jinping. But LaRouche devoted his life to exposing British
“ecologism” as eugenics and combatting it with programs
of long-term scientific and technological progress, led by
space exploration and fusion power development.
The new 64-page EIR dossier is a weapon representing LaRouche’s method. “Use it to the hilt,” as Schiller
Institute President Helga Zepp-LaRouche said today,
and defeat these banks. Break them up by restoring
the Glass-Steagall Act, to protect industry and national
populations against financial collapse.
LaRouche forecast that the leaders of those four powers, uniquely, could defeat the British Empire if they
cooperate in space, in plasma technologies, for hightechnology development of all nations. If they are to do
it, LaRouche must be posthumously exonerated from the
FBI’s false prosecution, to “exonerate” his economic policies and his ideas.
What those leaders need is to exonerate LaRouche in
2020, and be on the Moon in 2024!
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